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"Necronom IV" by Giger
Stuntwoman, actress and professional alien Paula Crist certainly gets around. She appeared in *Battle for the Planet of the Apes* as a corralled human and as an ape extra, as an alien “skrill” in *Wonder Woman’s Return of Andros* two-parter, as an Earthling throwback in *The Primal Man* and as a citizen of the future in *Logan’s Run*. More recently she has served as the lead Ovian in *Battlestar Galactica* (the TV premiere and the film) and will be seen later this year as a female alien in *Star Trek—The Motion Picture*.

Crist takes all the acting and stunt work she can get, though her special favorite is SF—the *Star Trek* role was given to her as the result of a screen test in a costume of Crist's own design.

For information on personal appearances at SF conventions and other fantasy-flavored events, Crist can be contacted through Bjo Trimble’s adzine *Megamart* at P.O. Box 1248, Inglewood, CA 90308.